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Introduction to the special session:
The new constraints placed by the environmental and economic factors and by the availability of energy resources will bring critical challenges to electric energy security, reliability and sustainability in smart grid and micro-grids. These challenges require innovative solutions. This special session will focus on the applications of computational intelligence (CI) for planning, implementation, operation, control, and optimization of smart grid and micro-grids, in order to provide better electric energy security, reliability and sustainability as well as efficiency. The CI techniques include neural networks, fuzzy logic, evolutionary, approximate dynamic programming, multivariate polynomial model, machine learning, adaptive signal processing, pattern recognition, data mining, on-chip learning, biologically inspired computing, multi-agent systems, etc.

The objective of this special session is to bring together the researchers in the fields of
computational intelligence and electric power and energy systems (including power electronics devices and systems) from all around the world and to present the latest technology improvement. The special session invites contributions in the areas including, but not limited to, the following:

- Computational intelligence paradigms and methods
- Condition monitoring, and fault diagnostics and prognostics
- Control room visualizations
- Demand response control
- Distributed generations and resources
- Electric vehicles including plug-ins
- Energy storages
- Energy management systems and demand responses (DRs)
- Equivalent system models
- FACTS devices and HVDC
- Fault analysis
- Grid interfacing topologies and control techniques for power electronics converters in distributed power grid
- Load/price forecasting and power market
- Load management
- Micro-grid modeling, dynamics, and hierarchical control
- Protection coordination and design
- Power quality
- Power system stability and control
- Renewable energy systems: wind energy, solar energy, fuel cells, etc.
- Smart grid security
- Smart grid optimization
- Synchronphasor Applications
- Stability assessment
- Wide area monitoring and control systems
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